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What are we going to talk about?

This is a discussion of our current procedures and the release of the Notice of 
Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM)

There are key issues related to scope and jurisdiction, employee reporting 
frameworks, intake and outreach, and evidentiary considerations in

investigations and hearings. 
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50th Anniversary of Title IX

June 23, 2022 
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History of Title IX

• Brought up during a period of social justice movement

• While there were attempts to amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to also ban
sex discrimination, and it was suggested that there should be separate
legislation that would prohibit sex discrimination in education, creating the
genesis of Title IX.

• Title IX was a part of a long bill of amendments, 147 pages to be exact. It
was on page 138 of the 147 pages, and was only a small part of that page.
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Marshall’s Current Title IX Procedures

• The Title IX regulations require that colleges
must hold live hearings for formal complaints of
sexual harassment that are not dismissed or
otherwise resolved through informal resolution.
• The single-investigator model is not
permissible.
• A separate Review Panel oversees the hearing and
issues the written determination following the
hearing.
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Before the Hearing

• The Title IX Coordinator selects 3 members to serve on
Review Panel
• The Review Panel elects one member as Chair
• Additionally, a Hearing Officer shall serve as a non-voting
member
• Must be impartial and free from actual bias or conflict of
interest
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Advisors - Before the Hearing

• Review the entire Investigation Report
• Review all evidence
• Meet with your party to review what your party thinks and wants
• Discuss strategy
• Discuss expectations of decorum vs. the expectations of questioning
the other party and witnesses
• Determine who your witnesses are and whether your party thinks they
will show up to the hearing
• Be careful of the line between asking a party to participate and explain
the importance of their statements vs. coercing a party to participate
who has the right not to participate
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Before the Hearing

• Review Panel reviews the Investigator’s recommended
finding(s)
• Also, could be asked to review Title IX Coordinator’s
decision regarding any Interim Measures or any decision
regarding protective Order as those can be appealed to the
Review Panel
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Before the Hearing

• Review Panel will request the presence of the Investigator or any other witness
it deems necessary to its determination
• Parties may also request the presence of any witness they deem relevant to the
determination by the Review Panel
• Proposed witness lists shall be provided to the Hearing Officer at least 4
business days prior to the Hearing

• Review Panel can request those witness lists earlier
• Shall contain a brief statement of the need or

relevancy of the proposed witness’s presence at the
Hearing

• Review Panel has absolute discretion to determine which witnesses
are relevant to its determination and may decline to hear from witnesses
where it concludes that the information is not necessary for its review
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What to Determine at Hearing

• Whether concerns stated by the contesting party raise
substantial doubt about the thoroughness, fairness and/or
impartiality of the investigation; and, if not,
• Whether there is sufficient evidence to support the
Investigator’s recommended finding(s) by a Preponderance
of the Evidence
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During the Live Hearing

• The live hearing does not have to be done in-person
• At the request of either party, Marshall must allow for the
hearing to be conducted in separate rooms, and provide
technology that will allow the parties to simultaneously see
and hear each other and the witnesses.
• Any party or witness may be allowed to participate in the
hearing remotely.
• Marshall must record all hearings.
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During the Live Hearing

• Parties may address any information in the Investigation Report,
supplemental statements submitted in response to the Investigation
Report, and any impact and mitigation statements.
• Each party has the opportunity to be heard, to identify witnesses for
the Review Panel’s consideration, and to respond to any questions of the
Review Panel
• The Review Panel can require that parties submit questions prior to the
hearing to aid in the efficiency of the hearing

• But remember that questions may pop up during the hearing
that a party did not anticipate
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During the Live Hearing

• Harassing or abusive questioning during cross-examination is not
allowed.
• Examples are:

• Advisor yells or screams at other party/witness
•Advisor stands and physically leans into the party/witness’
personal space

• Advisor asks questions in a manner designed to promote rape
myths or sex-based stereotypes
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Typical Hearing Format

• Brief opening remarks by Complainant and/or
Respondent, with follow up questions posed by the Review
Panel
• Information presented by the Investigator or witnesses
deemed relevant by the Review Panel, with follow up
questions by the Review Panel of the Investigator or
witnesses
• Brief concluding remarks by Complainant and/or
Respondent
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During the Live Hearing

• The Review Panel is responsible for determining what
testimony will be admitted at hearing and relied upon in the
final outcome letter.

• It is the Review Panel’s job to determine whether a question is
relevant to prove (or disprove) any of the specific allegations at-issue
in the proceeding

• The Review Panel must issue a determination on relevance before a
party answers a question and must explain why something is not
relevant

• “Relevance” for purposes of the hearing has additional nuance as
compared to the investigation process
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During the Live Hearing

• The Review Panel must allow the advisors to ask parties
and witnesses:

• All relevant questions and follow-up questions
• Questions challenging credibility

• That must occur even if a party does not show up for the
hearing and only the party’s advisor is present at the hearing
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During the Live Hearing

• Questions about the Complainant’s sexual predisposition
or prior sexual behavior are presumptively not relevant,
unless such questions:

• Are offered to prove that someone other than the Respondent
committed the alleged sexual harassment; or

• Concern specific incidents of Complainant’s prior sexual
behavior with Respondent and are offered to prove consent

• The Review Panel should exclude questions if they do not
fall into these exceptions
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During the Live Hearing

• The live hearing must provide the opportunity for cross
examination, which may only be conducted by the parties’
Advisors

• A party cannot cross examine another party directly
during the hearing (or ever)

• If a party does not have an advisor for the hearing,
Marshall must provide the party an Advisor
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During the Live Hearing

• If a party or witness does not submit to cross-examination
at the Live Hearing, the Review Panel may consider any
statement of that party or witness in reaching a
determination regarding responsibility
• However, the Review Panel cannot draw inference about
the determination regarding responsibility based solely on a
party’s or witness’s absence from the Live Hearing or
refusal to answer cross-examination or other questions
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During the Live Hearing

• Notably, the Review Panel can ask questions of the parties
and such questions are not considered “cross examination,”
as they come from the neutral Review Panel
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Role of the Review Panel

• The Review Panel must objectively evaluate relevant evidence
• What does this mean?

• Impartially consider all of the evidence
• No prejudgment of facts
• No deference to recommendations from Investigator
• Allow the parties to have an equal opportunity to inspect and
review evidence obtained in the investigation and that is
relevant to the charges
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Role of the Review Panel

• In reviewing the evidence, the Review Panel is responsible for
properly applying:

• Presumption of not responsible;
• The burden of proof - Preponderance of the Evidence;
• Relevancy considerations;
• Privilege protections; and
• Medical record protections
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Review Panel has Options After Hearing

• If the Review Panel finds that concerns stated by contesting party raise substantial doubt
about the thoroughness, fairness, and/or impartiality of the investigation, it will remand
the matter to the Title IX Coordinator with instructions for further investigation by the
Investigator or other action.

• Instructions may include guidance regarding the scope of information to be
further investigated and any appropriate stipulations, including the appointment
of a new Investigator

• If the Review Panel finds no cause for substantial doubt about the thoroughness,
fairness, and/or impartiality of the investigation, but determines there is insufficient
evidence to support the Investigator’s recommended finding, it may remand the matter for
further investigation by the Investigator or reject the Investigator’s recommended
finding(s) and make alternative finding(s).
• If the Review Panel finds no cause for substantial doubt about the thoroughness,
fairness, and/or impartiality of the investigation and affirms that there is sufficient
evidence to support a recommended finding of responsibility by a Preponderance of the
Evidence, it will then determine, by majority vote, the appropriate sanction(s) for the
Prohibited Conduct
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After the Hearing – Determination Regarding Responsibility

The parties must receive the final outcome letter at least 10 business days after to the
hearing, which must include:
1. Identification of allegations potentially constituting sexual harassment;
2. Description of procedural steps taken from receipt of formal complaint through the

determination, including any notifications to parties, interviews with parties and
witnesses, site visits, methods used to gather other evidence, and hearings held;

3. Findings of fact supporting the determination;
4. Conclusions regarding application of University’s code of conduct and policies to the

facts;
5. A statement of, and rationale for, the result as to each allegation, including a

determination regarding responsibility, any disciplinary sanctions the University
imposes on the respondent, and whether remedies designed to restore or preserve
equal access to the education program or activity will be provided by Marshall to the
Complainant; and

6. The procedures and permissible bases for Complainant and Respondent to appeal.
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After the Hearing – Determination Regarding Responsibility

• The Final Outcome Letter must be sent simultaneously to the 
parties (and their advisors), along with information to both 
parties regarding the process of filing an appeal.
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After the Hearing – Determination Regarding Responsibility

• The Finding in the Final Outcome Letter becomes final:
• If an appeal is not filed, the date on which an appeal 
would no longer be considered timely

• If an appeal if filed, on the date that the school provides 
the parties with the written determination of the result of 
the appeal
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Quiz Time!! Let’s Test Your Knowledge

• Roberto is the Respondent is a Title IX Investigation. Roberto thinks
his advisor is hindering his case because the advisor does not know the
circumstances of the case as well as he does. Frustrated, Roberto
ignores the advisor’s advice and takes the lead and tries to cross-
examine the Complainant.

• Given Roberto’s displeasure with his advisor, can he cross-examine
the Complainant and carry on defending himself?
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Quiz Time!! Let’s Test Your Knowledge

• Answer: No – Roberto cannot conduct cross-examination during the
live hearing, despite his frustrations with his appointed advisor.

• Reasoning: During the live hearing, only the parties’ advisors may
conduct cross examination (even if a party is displeased with his or her
advisor).
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Quiz Time!! Let’s Test Your Knowledge

• Ella is the Complainant in a Title IX hearing against Sean, who she
has accused of sexually harassing her. Sean does not appear for the Title
IX hearing, but her advisor, Lucas does. Lucas begins to cross examine
Ella at the hearing and Ella’s advisor objects, saying that Ella should not
be subject to cross-examination since Sean is not present to be cross-
examined.

• How should the Review Panel rule?
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Quiz Time!! Let’s Test Your Knowledge

• Answer: The Review Panel should overrule the objection. The fact that
Sean is not present at the hearing does not bar her advisor from cross-
examining Ella.

• Remember that the Review Panel may consider any statement of a
party or even a witness that does not submit to cross-examination in
reaching a determination regarding responsibility, but the Review Panel
cannot draw an inference about the determination regarding
responsibility based solely on a party’s or witness’s absence from the
Live Hearing or refusal to answer cross-examination or other questions.
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Quiz Time!! Let’s Test Your Knowledge

• Who is responsible for issuing the determination of responsibility and
determining potential sanctions in a Title IX matter:

• The Title IX Coordinator
• The Investigator
• The Review Panel
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Quiz Time!! Let’s Test Your Knowledge

• The Review Panel is responsible for issuing the determination of
responsibility and determining potential sanctions in the Final Outcome
Letter.
• The Title IX Coordinator would likely be involved in implementing
the sanctions but does not determine them.
• The Investigator is not involved in the determination of responsibility
or the sanctions.
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Quiz Time!! Let’s Test Your Knowledge

Helena is a drama student who witnessed a sexual assault at the 
college's theater during a rehearsal. She reluctantly agreed to be 
interviewed as a part of the Title IX investigation. Helena has been 
struggling since this investigation interview, and has sought professional 
help. For her own mental health, she refuses to appear as a witness at 
the live hearing. 

• Can Helena's investigation interview be relied upon by the Review 
Panel in making a determination regarding responsibility? 
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Quiz Time!! Let’s Test Your Knowledge

• Answer: Yes – Helena’s interview can be relied upon in the
determination regarding responsibility.
• Even though Helena does not present herself for cross-examination
during the live hearing, the Review Panel can rely on the statements that
Helena made during her investigation interview.
• But again, the Review Panel cannot draw inference based solely on
Helena’s absence from the Live Hearing regarding the determination
regarding responsibility.
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Quiz Time!! Let’s Test Your Knowledge

• Sandra has been accused of rape and as a result, a Title IX
complaint was filed and an investigation report was issued. At
the hearing, Sandra’s advisor asks the Complainant that if he did
not want the sexual act to occur, why did he not have any bruises
on him that would show a physical struggle or fight against the
rape.

• Is this a permissible question?
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Quiz Time!! Let’s Test Your Knowledge

• Answer – No.
• Reasoning: This is a rape myth. A “freeze” response is a normal
response to trauma, rending a victim unable to physically fight
back. Furthermore, offenders are not looking for a fight and they
use many forms of coercion, threats and manipulation to commit
sexual violence. Many victims do not fight back because they are
afraid or feel compelled to cooperate. Alcohol and other drugs
are often used in incapacitate victims.
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Possible Sanctions against Student

1. Formal Warning
2. Conduct Probation, which may include:

• Loss of Participation
• Self-Improvement Program
• Surrender of Student Activity Privileges
• Loss of Privilege of Participation in Advanced Registration
• Community Service

3. Probationary Suspension
4. Suspension
5. Expulsion
6. Deferred Suspension
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Other Conditions or Restrictions

1. Deferral of the degree
2. Withholding of the degree
3. Revocation of degree
4. Other sanctions deemed just and appropriate
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Possible Sanctions against Employee

1. Informal or Formal Counseling
2. Progressive Disciplinary Action
3. No Contact Order
4. Transfer of Position
5. Removal of Administrative Appointment
6. Demotion
7. Suspension
8. Termination of Employment

Review Panel can consult with Respondent’s supervisor, Provost
(Faculty) or Chief of Staff (Staff); HR Director; other
necessary or appropriate University officials or administrator(s);
and Office of Equity Programs or Title IX Coordinator
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Additional Impositions by Review Panel for Students or Employees

1. Imposition or Extension of No Contact Order
2. Imposition or Extension of Academic, University housing, and/or University

employment modifications
3. Imposition or Extension of monitoring, supervision, and/or security at locations

or in connection with activities where the Prohibited Conduct occurred or is
likely to reoccur;

4. Arrangement for Conducting Targeted or Broad-based Educational Programming
or Training for Relevant Persons or Groups;

5. Imposition of one or more Restrictive Remedies to Encourage a Respondent to
Develop Insight about the Prohibited Conduct, Learn about the Impact of that
Prohibited Conduct on Complainant and the Marshall Community, and Identify
how to Prevent that Prohibited Conduct in the Future; and

6. Imposition of any other Remedial, Protective, or Supportive Measures
that are Tailored to Achieve the Goals of the Policy
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Information on the NPRM

• Released on June 23, 2022, the 50th Anniversary
of Title IX

• 50 pages of proposed regulations, coupled with 650
pages of comments and discussion
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So, Now What?

The Proposed Amendments have been issued . . .

But new “final” regulations will not be in effect for years.
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Shift in Framework (Again)

2020: Deliberate Indifference 2022: Holistic & Aspirational
• Actual knowledge • “[M]ust take prompt and effective action to end
• Deliberate indifference any sex discrimination that has occurred in its
• Narrow definitions and scope education program or activity, prevent its
• Formal complaint to trigger action recurrence, and remedy its effect”
• Rigid application at every level • Maintains and expands core requirements

re: notice and opportunity to be heard
• Builds in flexibility at many stages of the

grievance procedures
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Expansion of Scope and Jurisdiction

• Under § 106.10, sex discrimination includes
• Sex stereotypes
• Sex characteristics
• Pregnancy or related conditions
• Sexual orientation
• Gender identity

• Current, potential, or past parental, family, or marital status
[§ 106.21, § 106.40, § 106.57]
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Expansion of Scope and Jurisdiction

• Sex-based harassment means: (1) Quid pro quo harassment
• *Sexual harassment (2) Hostile environment
• Harassment on the bases described harassment

in § 106.10 (3) Specific offenses
• Other conduct on the basis of sex • Sexual Assault

• Dating Violence
• Domestic Violence
• Stalking
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Expansion of Scope and Jurisdiction

• Shift in hostile environment definition
• Unwelcome sex-based conduct that is sufficiently severe or pervasive, that

based on the totality of the circumstances and evaluated subjectively and
objectively, denies or limits a person’s ability to participate in or benefit
from the recipient’s education program or activity
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Expansion of Scope and Jurisdiction

• Standing – who are the categories of individuals who can trigger a
response obligation

• A student or employee who is alleged to have been subjected to
conduct that could constitute sex discrimination under Title IX

• A person other than a student or employee who is alleged to have been
subjected to conduct that could constitute sex discrimination under Title IX
and who was participating or attempting to participate in the recipient’s
education program or activity when the alleged sex discrimination occurred.

• Student includes admitted students
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Expansion of Scope and Jurisdiction

• Education program or activity

• Conduct that occurs under a recipient’s education program or activity
includes but is not limited to:

• Conduct that occurs in a building owned or controlled by a student
organization that is officially recognized by a postsecondary institution, and

• Conduct that is subject to the recipient’s disciplinary authority

• A recipient has an obligation to address a sex-based hostile environment under its
education program or activity, even if sex-based harassment contributing to the hostile
environment occurred outside the recipient’s education program or activity or outside
the U.S.
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Intake and Outreach

• Supportive measures
• Can include involuntary changes in class, work, housing, or extracurricular or any other

activity
• Can include temporary measures that burden a respondent imposed for non-punitive

and non-disciplinary reasons and that are designed to protect the safety of the
complainant or the recipient’s educational environment, or deter the respondent from
engaging in sex-based harassment

• Supportive measures that burden a respondent may be imposed only during the
pendency of the grievance procedures and must be terminated at the
conclusion of those grievance procedures.

• Measures must be no more restrictive of the respondent than is necessary to
restore or preserve the complainant’s access to the recipient’s education
program or activity

• No involuntary measures that burden the respondent during informal resolution
• Right to seek modification or reversal of the supportive measures
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Intake and Outreach

• Emergency removal
• An immediate and serious threat to the health or safety of students,
employees, or other persons arising from the allegations of sex
discrimination that justifies removal
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Intake and Outreach

• Title IX Coordinator required to monitor the recipient’s education
program or activity for barriers to reporting information about conduct that
may constitute sex discrimination under Title IX
• Shift in the “formal complaint” approach

• Allows for oral and written complaints
• To the recipient, not to the Title IX Coordinator
• Title IX Coordinator must determine whether to initiate a complaint
of sex discrimination . . . if necessary to address conduct that may
constitute sex discrimination
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Notice and Reporting Responsibilities

• Responsibility to respond arises when recipient is on notice of conduct
that MAY be sex discrimination
• Reporting obligations for employees

• Obligations differ based on whether the conduct involves a student or
employee complainant

• Adds obligations to all employees, including confidential employees,
to provide the contact information of the Title IX Coordinator and
information about how to report sex discrimination

• Explicitly incorporates faculty as employees with the responsibility
to report sex discrimination
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Notice and Reporting Responsibilities

• Categories of employees
• Confidential employees
• Any employee who has authority to institute corrective measures on
behalf of the recipient

• Any employee who has responsibility for administrative leadership,
teaching, or advising in the recipient’s education program or activity

• Student complainant: notify the Title IX Coordinator
• Employee complainant: notify the Title IX Coordinator OR
provide the contact information of the Title IX Coordinator
and information about how to report sex discrimination

• All other employees
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Reporting Obligations

Provide Info to Complainant Report to Title IX Coordinator
• Confidential employees • Any employee who has authority to
• Any employee who has responsibility institute corrective measures on
for administrative leadership, teaching, behalf of the recipient
or advising in the recipient’s education • Any employee who has
program or activity when the responsibility for administrative
complainant is an employee leadership, teaching, or advising in

• All other employees the recipient’s education program or
activity when the complainant is a
student
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Grievance Procedures

• Provides two sets of grievance procedures:
• § 106.45: prompt and equitable resolution of complaints of sex
discrimination

• § 106.46: resolution of complaints of sex-based harassment involving
a student party

• Note:
• Explicit requirement for written grievance procedures for responding

to complaints of sex discrimination related to a person’s actions
• For complaints alleging that a policy/practice discriminates on the
basis of sex, the recipient is not considered a respondent
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§ 106.45 (Prompt and equitable resolution of complaints of sex discrimination)

• Treat complainants and respondents equitable • Notice of allegations
• Not have a conflict or bias or interest • Adequate, reliable, and impartial
• Presumption of not responsible investigation
• Reasonably prompt timeframes for the major • Burden on recipient to gather evidence
stages of the grievance process • Provide description of evidence relevant

• Reasonable steps to protect the privacy of the to allegations and reasonable
of the parties and witnesses opportunity to respond

• Objective evaluation of all relevant evidence • Notify the parties of the outcome
• Exclude certain classes of evidence • Appeal optional

• Complete process before
imposing sanctions
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§ 106.46 (Resolution of complaints of sex-based harassment involving a student party)

• Everything under § 106.45 plus • May delay issuing notice to address safety
• Expanded content for written notice of concerns

allegations • Expanded requirements re: dismissal
• With sufficient time to prepare a response • Complaint investigation procedures

before any initial interview • Timely notice of meetings
• Presumption of non-responsibility • Right to advisor of choice
• Opportunity to present relevant evidence to a • Equal opportunity to have other persons

trained, impartial decisionmaker present, if permitted
• Advisor of choice • Discretion to allow expert witnesses, if applied
• Access to relevant evidence or investigative for all parties

report that accurately summarize evidence • Reasonable extensions of time for good cause
• Potential conduct violation for false statements • Equitable access to relevant evidence
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§ 106.46 (Resolution of complaints of sex-based harassment involving a student party)

• Process for evaluating allegations and assessing credibility
• Enables decisionmaker to adequately assess the credibility of the parties and witnesses to the extent
credibility is in dispute and relevant

• Allow the decisionmaker to ask the parties and witnesses relevant and not otherwise impermissible
questions and follow up questions

• Individual meetings or live hearings
• Decisionmaker must determine relevance and permissibility prior to the question being posed and explain
any decision to exclude a question

• Must not permit questions that are unclear or harassing
• Cannot rely on a party’s statements that support that party’s position if the party refuses to answer
credibility questions
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§ 106.46 (Resolution of complaints of sex-based harassment involving a student party)

Investigator Model Live Hearing
• Equitable access to the relevant evidence • If live hearing, opportunity to review the

or to the same written investigation report evidence and/or investigation report before
• If report, equitable access to the relevant the live hearing

evidence upon request • Opportunity to respond before or during
• Reasonable opportunity to review and the hearing

respond prior to determination • Physically present in same geographic location
• Individual meetings if credibility is an or through technology

issue and relevant • Allow each party’s advisor to ask questions
• Decisionmaker poses questions raised of any party and any witnesses

by the parties • No questioning by the party personally
• Must provide advisor without charge to the

party for the purpose of advisor-conducting
questioning
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§ 106.46 (Resolution of complaints of sex-based harassment involving a student party)

Outcome and Appeal Protections on Privacy
• Simultaneous written determination • Must take reasonable steps to prevent

of whether sex-based harassment and address the parties’ and their
occurred advisors’ unauthorized disclosure

• Must offer the parties an appeal of information and evidence
obtained solely through the
sex-based grievance procedures
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Title IX Coordinator Responsibilities

Title IX Coordinator MUST Title IX Coordinator MAY
§ 106.8 – Retain ultimate oversight § 106.8(e) – Consult with disability
over compliance responsibilities support
§ 106.8(d) – Be trained § 106.44(e) – Public awareness events*
§ 106.8(f) – Maintain records § 106.45(b)(2) – Be the decision maker in
§ 106.40 – Take specified actions following grievance process
notice of student’s pregnancy or related
condition
§ 106.44(b) – Monitor for barriers to
reporting AND reasonably address
§ 106.44(f) – Take specified actions after
notice of sex discrimination
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Pregnancy or Related Conditions

• § 106.2 – Definition of pregnancy or related conditions:
• Pregnancy, childbirth, termination of pregnancy, or lactation
• Medical conditions related to [above]
• Recovery from [above]

• § 106.40 – Notice requirement re: pregnancy or related conditions –
when an employee learns of a student’s pregnancy or related condition,
the employee must inform them that they may inform the Title IX
Coordinator and provide the Title IX Coordinator’s contact info

Training!
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Pregnancy or Related Conditions

• § 106.40 – After receiving notice, a Title IX Coordinator must:
• Notify the student of the school’s obligations re: pregnancy and

related conditions
• Provide the student with voluntary reasonable accommodations

to policies/practices/procedures
• Allow leave of absence (and reinstate to same academic/
extracurricular status as pre-leave)

• Ensure availability of lactation space

• Admissions (§ 106.21) and employment (§ 106.57)
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Any Questions?

Additional concerns or requests?

Please contact 

Marshall University
Office of Equity Programs

Debra Hart
Title IX Coordinator

Jessica H. Donahue Rhodes, Esq
Title IX Investigator
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